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Abstract
Weakly-supervised semantic segmentation aims to re-

duce labeling costs by training semantic segmentation mod-
els using weak supervision, such as image-level class la-
bels. However, most approaches struggle to produce ac-
curate localization maps and suffer from false predictions
in class-related backgrounds (i.e., biased objects), such as
detecting a railroad with the train class. Recent methods
that remove biased objects require additional supervision
for manually identifying biased objects for each problem-
atic class and collecting their datasets by reviewing predic-
tions, limiting their applicability to the real-world dataset
with multiple labels and complex relationships for bias-
ing. Following the first observation that biased features
can be separated and eliminated by matching biased ob-
jects with backgrounds in the same dataset, we propose a
fully-automatic/model-agnostic biased removal framework
called MARS (Model-Agnostic biased object Removal with-
out additional Supervision), which utilizes semantically
consistent features of an unsupervised technique to elimi-
nate biased objects in pseudo labels. Surprisingly, we show
that MARS achieves new state-of-the-art results on two pop-
ular benchmarks, PASCAL VOC 2012 (val: 77.7%, test:
77.2%) and MS COCO 2014 (val: 49.4%), by consistently
improving the performance of various WSSS models by at
least 30% without additional supervision. Code is avail-
able at https://github.com/shjo-april/MARS.

1. Introduction
Fully-supervised semantic segmentation (FSSS) [7, 8],

which aims to classify each pixel of an image, requires time-
consuming tasks and significant domain expertise in some
applications [54] to prepare pixel-wise annotations. By con-
trast, weakly-supervised semantic segmentation (WSSS)
with image-level supervision, which is the most economi-
cal among weak supervision, such as bounding boxes [12],
scribbles [35], and points [4], reduces the labeling cost by
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Figure 1. (a) Comparison with existing WSSS studies [49, 21] and
FSSS. (b) Per-class FP analysis. (c) Examples of biased objects in
boat and train classes. (d) Quantitative analysis of biased objects
on the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset. Red dotted circles illustrate
the false activation of biased objects such as railroad and sea.

more than 20× [4]. The multi-stage learning framework
is the dominant approach for training WSSS models with
image-level labels. Since this framework heavily relies on
the quality of initial class activation maps (CAMs), numer-
ous researchers [2, 49, 28, 10, 51, 21] moderate the well-
known drawback of CAMs, highlighting the most discrimi-
native part of an object to reduce the false negative (FN).

However, the false positive (FP) is the most crucial bot-
tleneck to narrow the performance gap between WSSS and
FSSS in Fig. 1(a). According to per-class FP analysis in
Fig. 1(b), predicting target classes (e.g., boat) with class-
related objects (e.g., sea) are factored into increasing FP
in Fig. 1(c), besides incorrect annotations in the bicycle
class. Moreover, 35% of classes in the PASCAL VOC 2012
dataset have biased objects in Fig. 1(d). These results show
that the performance degradation of previous approaches
depends on the presence or absence of problematic classes
in the dataset. We call this issue a biased problem. We also
add examples of all classes in the Appendix.
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Table 1. Comparison with public datasets for WSSS. Since
Open Images [24] does not provide pixel-wise annotations for all
classes, existing methods employ PASCAL VOC 2012 [14] and
MS COCO 2014 [36] for fair comparison and evaluation.

Dataset Training images Classes GT
PASCAL VOC 2012 [14] 10,582 20 ✓
MS COCO 2014 [36] 80,783 80 ✓
Open Images [24] 9,011,219 19,794 ✗
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Figure 2. Integration with WSSS and USS. (a): The USS method
fails to detect biased objects without the WSSS output. (b): The
WSSS method cannot find biased objects due to using biased fea-
tures. (c): Thanks to the WSSS guidance, the USS method identi-
fies biased objects on a limited area of the WSSS output.

Although two studies [51, 29] alleviate the biased prob-
lem, their requirements hinder WSSS applications in the
real world having complex relationships between classes.
For example, to apply them to train the Open Images dataset
[24], which includes most real-world categories (19,794
classes) in Table 1, they need to not only analyze pairs of
the WSSS prediction and image to find biased objects in
6,927 classes (35% of 19,794 classes) as referred to Fig.
1(d) but also confirm the correlation of biased objects and
non-problematic classes to prevent decreasing performance
of non-problematic classes, impeding the practical WSSS
usage. Therefore, without reporting performance on MS
COCO 2014 dataset, current debiasing methods [51, 29]
have only shared results on the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset.

To address the biased problem without additional dataset
and supervision, we propose a novel fully-automatic bi-
ased removal called MARS (Model-Agnostic biased object
Removal without additional Supervision), which first uti-
lizes unsupervised semantic segmentation (USS) in WSSS.
In particular, our method follows a model-agnostic manner
by newly connecting existing WSSS and USS methods for
biased removal, which have been only independently stud-
ied [21, 15]. Specifically, our method is based on two key
observations related to the integration with USS and WSSS:

• (The first USS application to separate biased and tar-
get objects in WSSS) As the bias issue is intrinsically
linked to image-level supervision, USS has fewer bi-
ased features than WSSS. In Fig. 2(a), without WSSS,
the USS method must tune an optimal K per image

Other Images (Cow and Person)Image with Points

Long Distance

Short Distance

Figure 3. Correspondence between biased objects and back-
grounds. We measure the distance between each separated object
(crosses in the left image) and the background regions of other im-
ages (middle and right) within the same dataset. As a result, the
long and short distances reflect target and biased objects, respec-
tively. Therefore, the distance of USS features can be used as a
criterion to remove biased objects after clustering features.

to separate biased and target objects. Despite using
the same ViT-B backbone, WSSS cannot find biased
objects in Fig. 2(b). USS clustering successfully dis-
entangles biased and target objects on a limited area of
the WSSS output, as shown in Fig. 2(c).

• (The first USS-based distance metric to single out the
biased object) As shown in Fig. 3, the shorter dis-
tance reflects the biased object among distances be-
tween two separated regions (pink and orange) and
background regions of other images distinguished by
the USS method (blue) because the minimum dis-
tance between the target and all background sample
sets is greater than the minimum distance between the
bias and all background sample sets. Accordingly, we
show the biased object can exist in the background set,
which is a set of classes excluding foreground classes.

Therefore, MARS produces debiased labels using the
USS-based distance metric after separating biased and tar-
get objects in all training images. To prevent increasing FN
of non-problematic classes, MARS then complements debi-
ased labels with online predictions in the training time. Our
main contributions are summarized as follows.

• We first introduce two observations of applying USS in
WSSS to find biased objects automatically: the USS-
based feature clustering for separating biased and tar-
get objects and a new distance metric to select the bi-
ased object among two isolated objects.

• We propose a novel fully-automatic/model-agnostic
method, MARS, which leverages semantically consis-
tent features learned through USS to eliminate biased
objects without additional supervision and dataset.

• Unlike current debiasing methods [51, 29] that vali-
dated only in the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset with
fewer labels, we have also verified the validity of
MARS in the more practical case with larger and com-
plex labels such as MS COCO 2014; MARS achieves
new state-of-the-art results on two benchmarks (VOC:
77.7%, COCO: 49.4%) and consistently improves rep-
resentative WSSS methods [1, 49, 28, 21] by at least
3.4%, newly validating USS grafting on WSSS.
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Figure 4. Conceptual comparison of three WSSS requirements. (a): Using the CLIP’s knowledge trained on image-text pairs dataset
alleviates the biased problem by finding problematic classes and identifying biased objects. (b): Human annotators manually collect
problematic images from the Open Images dataset [24] to train biased objects directly. (c): The proposed MARS first applies an existing
USS approach to remove biased objects without additional supervision, achieving the fully-automatic biased removal.

Table 2. Comparison with our method and its related works. With
the CLIP model trained on a 400M image-and-text dataset, CLIMS
[51] removes biased objects after finding problematic classes and
identifying biased objects for each class (i.e., a railroad for the
train class). W-OoD [29] requires human annotators manually col-
lect problematic images (i.e., only including railroad in an image).
Unlike previous approaches, our method removes biased objects
without additional datasets and human supervision.

Properties CLIMS [51] W-OoD [29] Ours
For removing biased objects ✓ ✓ ✓
Use model-agnostic manner ✗ ✓ ✓
Need to require additional dataset ✓ ✓ ✗
Need to find problematic classes ✓ ✓ ✗
Need to identify biased objects ✓ ✗ ✗
Need to collect problematic images ✗ ✓ ✗

2. Related Work

2.1. Weakly-Supervised Semantic Segmentation

Most WSSS approaches [55, 28, 34, 25, 44, 26, 41,
53, 30] aim to enlarge insufficient foregrounds of initial
CAMs. Some studies apply the feature correlation, such as
SEAM [49], CPN [56], PPC [56], SIPE [9], and RS+EPM
[21], or patch-based dropout principles, such as FickleNet
[27], Puzzle-CAM [20], and L2G [19]. Other methods ex-
ploit cross-image information, such as MCIS [45], EDAM
[50], RCA [57], and C2AM [52], or global information,
such as MCTformer [53] and AFA [43]. SANCE [32]
and ADELE [38] propose advanced pipelines to only re-
move minor noise in pseudo labels. In addition, some stud-
ies [31, 22, 13] employ saliency supervision to remove FP
in pseudo labels. However, saliency supervision requires
class-agnostic pixel-wise annotations and ignores small and
low-prominent objects. All studies mentioned above are in-
dependent of our method. We demonstrate consistent im-
provements of some WSSS approaches [1, 49, 28, 21] in
Table 5.

Similar to our approach, several studies [29, 51] have
focused on removing biased objects in pseudo labels. Ta-
ble 2 compares the essential properties of our method with
those of related studies. We also illustrate the conceptual

difference with existing WSSS methods [51, 29] and the
proposed MARS in Fig. 4. CLIMS [51] utilizes the Con-
trastive Language-Image Pre-training (CLIP) model [42],
which is trained on a large-scale dataset of 400 million
image-text pairs (i.e., using text supervision), and needs to
identify biased objects (e.g., railroad and sea) in all prob-
lematic classes (e.g., train and boat classes), as shown in
Fig. 1(d). W-OoD [29] needs human annotators to col-
lect additional images, which only include biased objects
(e.g., railroad and sea), from the Open Images dataset [24]
to train the classification network directly with problem-
atic images. Our method first removes biased objects by
leveraging the semantic consistency of the trained USS
method from scratch without additional human supervision
and dataset.

2.2. Unsupervised Semantic Segmentation

USS focuses on training semantically meaningful fea-
tures within image collection without any form of annota-
tions. Therefore, all USS methods [5, 18, 39, 11, 47, 48,
58, 15] are used as the pre-training strategy because they
cannot produce class-aware predictions only by grouping
features. IIC [18], AC [39], and PiCIE [11] maximize the
mutual information between different views. Leopart [58],
and STEGO [15] utilize the self-supervised vision trans-
former to learn spatially structured image representations,
resulting in accurate object masks without additional super-
vision. Notably, STEGO [15] enriches correlations between
unsupervised features with training a simple feed-forward
network, leading to efficient training without re-training or
fine-tuning weights initialized by DINO [6]. Our method
is agnostic to the underlying USS methods, utilizing pixel-
wise semantic features only. Hence, all USS methods are
independent of our approach. We show consistent improve-
ments in recent USS methods [58, 15], verifying the flexi-
bility of our method and the potential for integrating future
advances in USS into our method.
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Figure 5. Overview of MARS. The USS and WSSS methods, which are trained from scratch, produce pixel-wise embedding vectors
Fi and the pseudo label Y b

i , including biased objects, respectively. Based on our observations, K-means clustering generates image-wise
centroids (i.e., biased and target objects) from decomposed vectors per class. Then, the debiased centroid Vc per class is derived as the
average of the top α% centroids from {vci }

Nc·Kfg

i=1 , the most apart from background centroids of all training images in (2). To generate
the debiased label Y db

i , we calculate the similarity map using debiased centroids and embedding vectors of the USS method in (4). The
segmentation network then trains the debiased labels Y db

i with the proposed weighted cross-entropy loss function (WCE) in (7). Thus, our
MARS provides the final debiased label as Y co

i .

3. Method

The proposed MARS consists of four sections/stages: (a)
training WSSS and USS methods for the model-agnostic
manner, (b) selecting debiased centroids, (c) generating de-
biased labels, and (d) complementing debiased labels dur-
ing the learning process. The overall framework of MARS
is illustrated in Fig. 5.

3.1. Training Setup

This section describes the training setup for existing
WSSS and USS models. Unlike [51, 29], our model-
agnostic approach does not require additional datasets for
training these models. For a fair comparison, we train all
WSSS and USS models from scratch on the PASCAL VOC
2012 or MS COCO 2014 datasets, following the standard
setup of WSSS methods [1, 49, 28, 21]. Each training im-
age Ii ∈ R3×H×W in the dataset is associated with a set
of image-level class labels Li ∈ {0, 1}C , where C is the
number of categories/classes. In detail, the classification
network generates initial CAMs after training images and

image-level class labels. Then, the conventional propagat-
ing method [1] refines initial CAMs to produce pseudo la-
bels. Finally, USS methods [58, 15] are trained only on the
images, following each pretext task. For the following sec-
tions, our method utilizes pseudo masks and semantic fea-
tures produced from the frozen weights of the WSSS and
USS methods, respectively.

3.2. Selecting Debiased Centroids

This section describes how our approach separates bi-
ased and target objects using trained WSSS and USS meth-
ods. For a target input image Ii, the trained USS method
generates pixel-wise embedding vectors Fi ∈ RD×H×W ,
not including class-specific information. Meanwhile, the
trained WSSS method produces pseudo labels Y b

i ∈
{0, 1, ..., C}H×W , including both biased and target objects.
We group pixel-wise embedding vectors Fi under Y b

i ’s pre-
diction region {(y, x)|Y b

i (y, x) = c} for each class c, and
apply K-means clustering to generate image-wise centroids
vci·K+j ∈ RD per class c for j ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}. Here, the
number K of clusters for foreground (c > 0) and back-
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ground (c = 0) classes are Kfg and Kbg , respectively. We
set Kfg to 2 to separate biased and target objects, and Kbg

can be varied. Although our aforementioned simple clus-
tering isolates biased and target objects, it cannot identify
which one is the target or biased object among both candi-
date objects. To single out the biased object, we propose a
new following distance metric between each candidate ob-
ject and background centroids in all training images in (1):

distck =
1

N bg

Nbg∑
j=0

D(vck, v
0
j ) (1)

where 0 and c denote the index of the background and fore-
ground classes, respectively, i denotes the index of the fore-
ground centroid, and N bg := N · Kbg denotes the number
of background centroids from all N training images. S(·)
and D(·) mean the cosine similarity (i.e., v · v′/∥v∥ ∥v′∥)
and distance (i.e., (1 − S(v, v′))/2), respectively. For in-
stance, long and short distances mean target and biased cen-
troids, respectively, since each distance reflects the degree
of whether to include the biased object as shown in Fig. 3.
We sort all foreground centroids per class in descending or-
der by the distance using background centroids. Thus, for
each class c, we aggregate the average of top α% centroids
most apart from background centroids to get a single vec-
tor representing the debiased centroid Vc ∈ RD as follows:

Vc =
1⌈

Nfg
c · α

⌉ ∑
j∈{k1,k2,...,k⌈N

fg
c ·α⌉}

vcj , (2)

distck1
≥ distck2

≥ ... ≥ distck
N

fg
c

(3)

where Nfg
c := Nc · Kfg denotes the number of centroids

from Nc images having class c, α ∈ [0, 1] is the ratio of
selecting target centroids, and {ki}i∈{1:Nfg

c } is the ordered
index set satisfying (3) (e.g., vck1

is the centroid having the
largest distance from all background centroids). In other
words, when we identify the biased or debiased object in the
given image Ii, we improve its identification performance
by using information from other training images together;
its analysis is detailed in Sec. 4.3.

3.3. Generating Debiased Labels

We present our approach for finding and removing bi-
ased pixels in pseudo labels Y b

i . We first compute the sim-
ilarity map between each debiased centroid Vc and embed-
ding vectors Fi for per-pixel biased removal. However,
we observe that the trained USS method cannot separate
some classes if two categories (e.g., horse and sheep) have
the same super-category (e.g., animals). This issue is also
present in current USS methods [11, 58, 15] and is caused

by the inability to distinguish between objects within the
same supercategory. To address this shortcoming, we intro-
duce a debiasing process that generates the debiased mask
M̂db

i using the pixel-wise maximum function as follows:

M̂db
i (y, x) = ReLU

(
max
c∈CIi

S(Fi[:, y, x],Vc)
)

(4)

where (x, y) indicates x, y-th pixel position, Fi(:, y, x) ∈
RD is the pixel-wise embedding vector, Vc ∈ RD denotes
the debiased/target centroid for each class c, CIi is corre-
sponding class indices of each image Ii, and the ReLU ac-
tivation removes negative values in M̂db

i ∈ [−1, 1]H×W .
After applying a typical post-processing refinement (e.g.,
CRF [23]) to M̂db

i , we generate the binary debiased mask
Mdb

i ∈ {0, 1}H×W , which produces the debiased label
Y db
i = {−1, 0, 1, ..., c}H×W using the binary debiased

mask Mdb
i and the WSSS label Y b

i as follows:

Y db
i (y, x) =

{
−1, if Y b

i (y, x) > 0 and Mdb
i (y, x) = 0,

Y b
i (y, x), otherwise

(5)
where −1 indicates the new biased class for the next section
3.4. The pixel value in the debiased label Y db

i is only re-
placed with the biased class (−1) if our debiased mask Mdb

i

and the WSSS mask Y b
i provide the label 0 and the fore-

ground class (> 0), respectively. Namely, we remove bi-
ased predictions of WSSS by computing the per-pixel sim-
ilarity of debiased centroids within the embedding space.

3.4. Complementing Debiased Labels

This last section proposes a new training strategy to com-
plement biased pixels in debiased labels. As shown in Fig.
7, although biased objects in our debiased labels are suc-
cessfully removed for problematic classes (i.e., classes in-
cluding biased objects, such as train and boat classes), we
observe non-biased objects (e.g., people’s clothes) are also
eliminated, increasing FN of non-problematic classes, e.g.,
the dog class. To complement non-biased objects, we uti-
lize online predictions P̂i from a teacher network during its
learning process with certain masks.

We illustrate the complementing process as shown in
Fig. 6. Here, θ denotes weights of the student network,
and we update a teacher network θ̂ using an exponential
moving average (EMA). The student and teacher networks
predict segmentation outputs Pi, P̂i ∈ [0, 1]C×H×W after
applying the softmax function. We then employ the re-
finement R (e.g., CRF [23]) and argmax operator to pro-
duce the teacher’s label Y te

i = {0, 1, ..., c}H×W . Finally,
we generate complemented labels Y co

i ∈ {0, 1, ..., c}H×W

by filling biased classes (−1) in debiased labels Y db
i ∈

{−1, 0, 1, ..., c}H×W with the teacher’s prediction Y te
i .

However, when updating the teacher network in early
epochs, the complemented label Y co

i includes incorrect pre-
dictions in smooth probabilities (i.e., uncertain predictions),
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Figure 6. Illustration of the proposed complementing process.
With the refinement, the teacher network produces the teacher’s
label Y te

i . To prevent increasing FN of non-problematic classes,
biased pixels in debiased labels Y db

i are complemented with the
teacher’s prediction. To avoid training uncertain labels, the stu-
dent network is updated using the proposed WCE in (7) with com-
plemented labels Y co

i and certain masks Wi, resulting in the final
predictions similar to ground truths.

covering biased objects in the complementing process. To
address this issue in uncertain pixels, we propose a con-
cept of a certain mask Wi ∈ [0, 1]H×W , which is the ma-
trix of pixel-wise maximum probabilities for all foreground
classes, and its ablation analysis is detailed in Sec. 4.3:

Wi(y, x) =

max
c∈CIi

P̂i(c, y, x), if Y db
i (y, x) = −1,

1, otherwise
(6)

where CIi := {k |Li(k) = 1} is an index set of truth
classes for each image Ii and −1 denotes the comple-
mented/biased class. To train the segmentation network
with complemented labels Y co

i and certain masks Wi, we
propose the weighted cross entropy (WCE) loss that multi-
plies the certain mask Wi with the per-pixel cross-entropy
loss to reflect the uncertainty ratio:

LWCE(Pi, Y
co
i ,Wi; θ) (7)

= −
∑
c∈C

∑
y,x∈W

Wi(y, x) ·O[Y co
i ](c, y, x) logP θ

i (c, y, x)

where O[·] means one-hot encoding for the per-pixel cross-
entropy loss function. As a result, the proposed MARS
successfully removes biased objects without performance
degradation of non-problematic classes by complementing
biased pixels in debiased labels with the teacher’s predic-
tions in its learning process (the bottom results in Fig. 7).

In summary, Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of the proposed
components on the WSSS performance, following exam-
ples in Fig. 1(c) (see examples of other classes in Ap-
pendix): After training WSSS and USS methods in Sec. 3.1,
the first component (Sec. 3.2) extracts debiased centroids
{Vc}Cc=1 based on the distance of all background centroids
to each foreground centroid. The second component (Sec.
3.3) generates debiased labels Y db

i using debiased centroids
and previous WSSS labels. The last component (Sec. 3.4)
trains the segmentation network by complementing biased
pixels to provide the final debiased label as Y co

i . We provide
a detailed analysis of our method in Sec. 4.3.
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Figure 7. Effect of the proposed components. For problem classes
including the biased objects, e.g., boat and train classes, second
and third components (Secs. 3.2 and 3.3) remove biased objects
in debiased labels Y db

i and then the fourth component (Sec. 3.4)
preserves removed objects (the first and second samples). For non-
problematic classes not containing biased objects, e.g., the dog
class, the fourth component accurately restores non-biased objects
(the third sample). In addition, the red line denotes applying debi-
ased centroids to produce debiased labels.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We conduct all experiments on the PASCAL
VOC 2012 [14] and MS COCO 2014 [36] datasets, both
of which contain image-level class labels, bounding boxes,
and pixel-wise annotations. Despite the difficulty of MS
COCO 2014 dataset [36], e.g., small-scale objects and im-
balance class labels, our method significantly improves all
benchmarks. PASCAL VOC 2012 [14] and MS COCO
2014 [36] datasets have 21 and 81 classes, respectively.

Implementation details. From scratch, all USS models
are exclusively trained on each dataset without extra data
in our experiments. To demonstrate the scalability of our
method, we utilize four WSSS methods [1, 49, 28, 21] on
PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset [14]. We strictly follow the
training details in all USS and WSSS papers for a fair com-
parison. Thus, our method has the same runtime as other
methods in evaluation. We employ RS+EPM as the initial
WSSS method for the final result and only use two hyperpa-
rameters to select debiased centroids: Kbg is set to 2, and α
is set to 0.40. In addition, we use multi-scale inference and
CRF [23] with conventional settings to evaluate the segmen-
tation network’s performance. We conduct all experiments
on a single RTX A6000 GPU and implement all WSSS and
USS methods in PyTorch.

Evaluation metrics. We evaluate our method using
mIoU, following the typical evaluation metric of existing
WSSS studies [2, 1, 49, 28, 21]. We also follow FP and FN
metrics proposed by the gold standard [49]. We obtain all
results for the PASCAL VOC 2012 val and test sets from
the official PASCAL VOC online evaluation server.
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Table 3. Performance comparison of WSSS methods regarding
mIoU (%) on PASCAL VOC 2012 and COCO 2014. * and † indi-
cate the backbone of VGG-16 and ResNet-50, respectively. Sup.,
supervision; I, image-level class labels; S, saliency supervision;
D, using the external dataset; F , pixel-wise annotations (i.e, fully-
supervised semantic segmentation).

Method Backbone Sup. VOC COCO
val test val

DSRG CVPR’18 [17] R101 I+S 61.4 63.2 26.0*
FickleNet CVPR’19 [27] R101 I+S 64.9 65.3 -
CLIMS CVPR’22 [51] R50 I+D 69.3 68.7 -
W-OoD CVPR’22 [29] R101 I+D 69.8 69.9 -
EDAM CVPR’21 [50] R101 I+S 70.9 70.6 -
EPS CVPR’21 [31] R101 I+S 70.9 70.8 35.7*
DRS AAAI’21 [22] R101 I+S 71.2 71.4 -
L2G CVPR’22 [19] R101 I+S 72.1 71.7 44.2
RCA CVPR’22 [57] R101 I+S 72.2 72.8 36.8*
PPC CVPR’22 [13] R101 I+S 72.6 73.6 -
PSA CVPR’18 [2] WR38 I 61.7 63.7 -
IRNet CVPR’19 [1] R50 I 63.5 64.8 -
SSSS CVPR’20 [3] WR38 I 62.7 64.3 -
RRM AAAI’20 [55] R101 I 66.3 65.5 -
SEAM CVPR’20 [49] WR38 I 64.5 65.7 31.9
CDA ICCV’21 [44] WR38 I 66.1 66.8 33.2
AdvCAM CVPR’21 [28] R101 I 68.1 68.0 -
CSE ICCV’21 [25] WR38 I 68.4 68.2 36.4
ReCAM CVPR’22 [10] R101 I 68.5 68.4 -
CPN ICCV’21 [56] WR38 I 67.8 68.5 -
RIB NeurIPS’21 [26] R101 I 68.3 68.6 43.8
ADELE CVPR’22 [38] WR38 I 69.3 68.8 -
PMM ICCV’21 [34] WR38 I 68.5 69.0 36.7
AMR AAAI’22 [41] R101 I 68.8 69.1 -
URN AAAI’22 [33] R101 I 69.5 69.7 40.7
SIPE CVPR’22 [9] R101 I 68.8 69.7 40.6
MCTformer CVPR’22 [53] WR38 I 71.9 71.6 42.0
SANCE CVPR’22 [32] R101 I 70.9 72.2 44.7†
RS+EPM Arxiv’22 [21] R101 I 74.4 73.6 46.4
MARS (Ours) R101 I 77.7 77.2 49.4
FSSS R101 F 80.6 81.0 61.8

4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches

We compare our method with other WSSS methods
in Table 3. Recent state-of-the-art methods exploit addi-
tional supervision to reduce the number of FP in pseudo la-
bels, such as saliency supervision [16, 37, 40], the external
dataset to collect biased images [29], and text supervision
from an image-to-text dataset (e.g., CLIP [42]). By con-
trast, without additional supervision and dataset, we miti-
gate the biased problem by leveraging the inherent advan-
tage of USS, outperforming previous state-of-the-art meth-
ods by at least 3.3%. We also refer to Appendix for the qual-
itative comparison with existing WSSS methods and ours.

4.3. Analysis

Flexibility. We demonstrate the flexibility of our method
by comparing it to various WSSS and USS methods. As
shown in Table 4, our method consistently outperforms ex-
isting WSSS methods regardless of applying Leopart [58]
or STEGO [15] for our method. In Table 5, we compare
our method to two flexible WSSS methods [38, 29] based
on four WSSS methods [1, 49, 28, 21]. For the WSSS ex-
periment, we utilize STEGO [15] because this USS method
performs best in Table 4. We employ the same backbone

Table 4. Comparison with two USS methods [58, 15] in terms of
mIoU (%) on PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset.

Method USS Backbone mIoU (val) mIoU (test)

IRNet [1] ✗ R50 63.5 64.8
+ Ours Leopart [58] R50 68.1 68.8
+ Ours STEGO [15] R50 69.8 70.9
RS+EPM [21] ✗ R101 74.4 73.6
+ Ours Leopart [58] R101 75.4 75.8
+ Ours STEGO [15] R101 77.7 77.2

Table 5. Comparison with four WSSS methods [1, 49, 28, 21] in
terms of mIoU (%) on PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset. FSSS means
training the dataset with pixel-wise annotations. (·) means the per-
centage improvement in the gap between WSSS and FSSS.

Method Backbone Segmentation mIoU (val) mIoU (test)

IRNet [1] R50 DeepLabv2 63.5 64.8
+ Ours R50 DeepLabv2 69.8 (49%) 70.9 (52%)
FSSS R50 DeepLabv2 76.3 76.5
SEAM [49] WR38 DeepLabv1 64.5 65.7
+ ADELE [38] WR38 DeepLabv1 69.3 (35%) 68.8 (25%)
+ Ours WR38 DeepLabv1 70.8 (46%) 71.4 (46%)
FSSS WR38 DeepLabv1 78.1 78.2
AdvCAM [28] R101 DeepLabv2 68.1 68.0
+ W-OoD [29] R101 DeepLabv2 69.8 (17%) 69.9 (18%)
+ Ours R101 DeepLabv2 70.3 (22%) 71.2 (30%)
FSSS R101 DeepLabv2 78.0 78.6
RS+EPM [21] R101 DeepLabv3+ 74.4 73.6
+ Ours R101 DeepLabv3+ 77.7 (53%) 77.2 (49%)
FSSS R101 DeepLabv3+ 80.6 81.0

Table 6. Effect of key components in terms of mIoU (%) on PAS-
CAL VOC 2012 train set.

Complementing WCE (7) mIoU FP FN

1 ✗ ✗ 77.4 0.123 0.108
2 ✓ ✗ 80.9 0.122 0.075
3 ✓ ✓ 81.8 0.099 0.090

and segmentation model to ensure a fair comparison. Sur-
prisingly, our method improves each performance by 6.3%,
6.3%, 2.2%, and 3.3% for IRNet [1], SEAM [49], AdvCAM
[28], and RS+EPM [21], respectively, as shown in Table 5.
The qualitative improvements with ADELE [38], W-OoD
[29], and ours are given in Appendix. Although W-OoD
[29] addresses the biased problem, it requires the manual
collection of images, only including biased objects from an
additional dataset (e.g., Open Images [24]). The proposed
MARS first removes biased objects without additional hu-
man supervision, verifying the flexibility of our method.

Effect of complementing. Table 6 shows an ablation
study of the proposed complementing process to remove bi-
ased objects and prevent increasing FN of non-problematic
classes (i.e., classes not including the biased problem). The
first row is our baseline (i.e., RS+EPM [21]). Training
a segmentation network with debiased labels improves at
least 3.5% of mIoU compared to our baseline RS+EPM
[21] (rows 2 and 3). However, in row 2, the comple-
menting process without the proposed WCE in (7) signifi-
cantly decreases FN but increases FP due to incorrect labels
when complementing with the model’s predictions. The last
row achieves the best performance with considering certain
masks, proving the validity of the proposed components.
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BoatTrain

Figure 8. Visualization of selecting debiased centroids. We quan-
tify the ratio of selecting target centroids by using pixel-wise an-
notations. The left and right results indicate train and boat classes,
respectively. The percentage of target centroids is more than 85%,
proving the validity of the proposed selection.
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Figure 9. Category-wise comparison with SEAM [49], RS+EPM
[21], and ours in terms of the IoU (%) on PASCAL VOC 2012 set.

Reasoning of debiased centroids. We quantify the ra-
tio of target centroids in debiased centroids on the PASCAL
VOC 2012 train set. Fig. 3 shows that K-means cluster-
ing separates two centroids (pink and orange) from decom-
posed embedding vectors for each class. We then measure
each IoU score per centroid using pixel-wise annotations
(each color has the IoU score). For simplicity, we classify
all target and biased centroids based on their IoU scores,
with target centroids having an IoU score above 0.3, biased
centroids below 0.1, and others not visualized. Fig. 8 shows
the visualization of target and biased centroids per class af-
ter dimensional reduction using T-SNE [46]. The ratio of
target centroids selected for all foreground classes is more
than 85% on the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset (see other vi-
sualizations for all foreground classes in Appendix), vali-
dating the effectiveness of the proposed selection.

Category-wise improvements. Fig. 9 presents a
class-wise comparison of our method with existing WSSS
methods [49, 21] on the PASCAL VOC validation set.
Our method improves the mIoU scores of most cate-
gories. However, the performance of a few categories (e.g.,
tv/monitor) marginally decreases due to the poor quality
of pseudo masks produced from the WSSS method. No-
tably, our method achieves significant improvements in the
boat (+9%) and train (+29%) classes over RS+EPM [21],
demonstrating the superiority of our method in removing
biased objects without additional supervision. We also
provide class-wise improvements for other WSSS methods
[1, 28] in Appendix.
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(a) Analysis of (b) Analysis of 

Figure 10. Sensitivity analysis of two hyperparameters Kbg and
α. The mIoU scores are calculated on PASCAL VOC 2012 val
set. The red line is our baseline RS+EPM [21].

Hyperparameters. We conduct the sensitivity analysis
on two hyperparameters of our method, Kbg and α, us-
ing the PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set. Fig. 10 illus-
trates evaluation results. Our method improves performance
across all hyperparameter settings compared to our base-
line RS+EPM [21] (the red line). Varying Kbg from 1 to 5
does not significantly affect our method’s performance, in-
dicating this hyperparameter’s stability. On the other hand,
larger values of α (> 0.5) result in only marginal improve-
ments due to the difficulty in disentangling biased and tar-
get centroids. Conversely, smaller values of α (< 0.5) show
sufficient improvements, demonstrating the validity of this
hyperparameter to select debiased centroids based on the
distance of all background centroids. These results further
support the effectiveness of our method and provide insights
for setting hyperparameters.

Latency. When tested on an Intel Xeon Gold 6130 CPU
with 64 cores, our clustering and refinement steps in Secs.
3.2 and 3.3 take 10 and 9 minutes on the PASCAL VOC
training set, respectively.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we present MARS, a novel model-agnostic

approach that addresses the biased problem in WSSS sim-
ply by exploiting the principle that USS-based information
of biased objects can be easily matched with that of back-
grounds of other samples. Accordingly, our approach sig-
nificantly reduces FP due to WSSS bias, which is the pri-
mary reason that WSSS performance is limited compared
to FSSS, achieves the fully-automatic biased removal with-
out additional human resources, and complements debi-
ased pixels with online predictions to avoid possible FN in-
creases due to that removal. Thanks to following a model-
agnostic manner, our approach yields consistent improve-
ments when integrated with previous WSSS methods, nar-
rowing the performance gap of 53% between WSSS and
FSSS. We believe the simplicity and effectiveness of our
system will benefit future research in weakly- and semi-
supervised tasks under the real industry with multiple labels
and complex relationships.
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